   Niemeyer

   Rev. by

2724. Kalygin (Viktor P.): Indogermanische Dichtersprache und altirische
   mythopoeische Tradition.
   Offers a discussion of the term iarmbrìa, which is identified with an
   Indo-European poetic tradition of concealing sacred names.

   In ZCP 46 (1994), pp. 11–12.
   Argues that European *ɔ > *o before high vowels (nom. muir *mori-, with
   raising) but > *a before non-high vowels (gen. muir < *maro-).

2726. Hamp (Eric P.): Tascio-
   ad P. de Bernardo Stempel, Die Sprache altbritannischer Münzlegenden,
   in ZCP 44 (1991), pp. 36-55. On the etymology of OIr. tadg.

2727. Campanile (Enrico): Ein Element der weiblichen Schönheit in der
   keltischen Kultur.
   Argues that the reference to ‘white, weak arms’ used in the description of
   the maiden in Aislinge Meic Conglinne lines 1169-1170 is a topos inherited from
   the Indo-European poetic language.

   Delineates the basic attributes of a Celtic water deity surfacing as
   Nuadha/Luadha or Neachtan in Ireland and Nudd/Lludd in Wales, among
   others.

2729. Lucht (Ina): Doppelse Markierung des Akkusativs beim Transitivum im
   Altirischen.
   In ZCP 46 (1994), pp. 80–118.
   Discusses the proleptic usage of the object infix pronoun, based on examples
   collected from Old and Middle Irish texts.

Edition of a wordlist of uncertain origin, containing forms of an undetermined East Ulster dialect with idiosyncratic phonetic annotations. It is argued that it was compiled by Seán Mac Airt on the basis of MS material dating from ca. 1900.

2731. Ó Baoill (Colm): Gaelic ichthyonomy: studying the terms used for fish in Irish, Scottish Gaelic and Manx.
Studies the geographical distribution of a selection of fish-names. Includes index.

Highlights the importance of R. Thurneysen’s work in fields other than Irish philology.
Thurneysen (Rudolf) (hon.)

2733. Ó Lúing (Seán): Celtic scholars of Germany: a brief survey.
Focusses on Johan Kaspar Zeuss, Ernst Windisch, Heinrich Zimmer and Kuno Meyer.

12355. Ó Riain (Pádraig) (revr.): Manuscript catalogues.